Volume rendering in the presence of partial volume effects.
In tomographic imagery, partial volume effects (PVEs) cause several artifacts in volume renditions. In X-ray computed tomography (CT), for example, soft-tissue-like pseudo structures appear in bone-to-air and bone-to-fat interfaces. Further, skin, which is identical to soft tissue in terms of CT number, obscures the rendition of the latter. The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate these phenomena and to provide effective solutions that yield significantly improved renditions. We introduce two methods that detect and classify voxels with PVE in X-ray CT. Further, a method is described to automatically peel skin so that PVE-resolved renditions of bone and soft tissue reveal considerably more detail. In the first method to address PVE, called the fraction measure (FM) method, the fraction of each tissue material in each voxel v is estimated by taking into account the intensities of the voxels neighboring v. The second method, called uncertainty principle (UP) method, is based on the following postulate (Saha and Udupa, 2001): In any acquired image, voxels with the highest uncertainty occur in the vicinity of object boundaries. The removal of skin is achieved by means of mathematical morphology. Volume renditions have been created before and after applying the methods for several patient CT datasets. A mathematical phantom experiment involving different levels of PVE has been conducted by adding different degrees of noise and blurring. A quantitative evaluation is done utilizing the mathematical phantom and clinical CT data wherein an operator carefully masked out voxels with PVE in the segmented images. All results have demonstrated the enhanced quality of display of bone and soft tissue after applying the proposed methods. The quantitative evaluations indicate that more than 98% of the voxels with PVE are removed by the two methods and the second method performs slightly better than the first. Further, skin peeling vividly reveals fine details in the soft tissue structures.